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9M’12 results – y/y low sales advance but net profit has been eroded by financial loss
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1 year Price-Volume

Main surprises
Transelectrica reported 9M’12 sales of RON 2.097bn (+7.2% y/y and
slightly above Reuters’ consensus (+2.6%) and BRD-GSGe (+4.7%)). Operating
performance (9M’12 EBIT) was down by 55.4% y/y, in line with our estimate (RON 95.6m)
and market consensus (RON 93.1m), but net profit dropped to RON 19.9m (-87% y/y and
well below our forecast of RON 29.1m or market expectations of RON 23.1m).
Most of operating revenues relative to profitable activities (transport revenues, functional
services and interconnection revenues) were in line with our expectations as Q3’12
transported energy was flat vs. Q3’11 figure (our forecast was of a small growth of 1.2%
y/y). On other side, market balancing revenues, which are the most significant item from
pass through revenues category, came by 41% higher than our estimate, while
technological system revenues came as expected being also linked with power
consumption.
Operating expenses amounted to RON 2.02bn, +14.6% y/y and were also slightly higher
than our expectations (+5%), mainly because of higher material expenses including here
market balancing expenses. Personnel costs, depreciation and third parties expenses were
in line with our forecast.

Source: FactSet, BRD- GSG
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Consequently, 9M’12 EBIT came at RON 96.2m, also in line with BRD-GSG estimate but
slightly above market consensus (+3.3%).

Share data

In 9M’12 financial activity ended with a loss of RON 64.8m, significant higher than our
forecast of RON 55m, as earned interest revenues were lower than estimates and FX losses
were higher than expected. 9M’12 net result declined to RON 19.9m (-87% y/y and also 31.5% vs. our estimate and -13.8% vs. Reuters consensus).
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Potential impact on share price/recommendation We expect the results to have a
negative impact for the share price in the next few days. We place the company under
review, as we consider that our end year target is unlikely to be achieved in the current
conditions.
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Expected to perform in line with the
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